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The Continental Market Seen from the UK

by Michel Romieu, Chairman & CEO of Elf Aquitaine Gaz

It may seem unusual to ask the Chairman of a French gas company to

comment on the evolution of the Continental gas market from a British point of

view. However, Elf as a global company with downstream gas activities located

both in France and in the UK, is well qualified to assume such a task...

Before entering into the core of the subject, I would like to stress the main

differences between the US, British and Continental gas markets and recall the

provisions of the recently approved European Gas Directive.

In the United States, the gas market is characterised by a supply surplus and a

deregulated structure: large scale reforms have been carried out since 1984

with the aim of making the gas market more flexible. These have helped to

progressively establish competition at three different levels:

1- between producers, due to elimination of State price controls at well-heads

2- between producers and transporters through third-party access, which has

allowed producers to market directly to customers

3- between transporters and traders through « unbundling ».

These reforms have lead to shorter-term transactions and a great number of

players have appeared: thousands of independent producers today supply gas

to 600 major gas companies which in turn supply 55 million consumers. Gas-to-
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gas competition has lead to lower gas prices and these prices are subject to

seasonal variations.

In Great Britain, a similar process took place a few years later: the discussion

on the organisation of the gas industry started when the Thatcher government

decided to implement a new policy, re-defining the role of the State in the

country's industrial activity. This lead to the privatisation of British Gas in 1986

and to the introduction of a third-party access under the control of an

independent regulator. Surplus gas production capacity on the British market

has substantially contributed to this change.

The reforms, introduced in a progressive manner, have caused much upheaval

in the British gas industry.

1 - Competition between producers opened up as BG lost its monopoly of

purchase and was forced to offer some volumes of its take-or-pay contracts for

sale on the market.

2 - BG had also to spin-off its transportation activity in UK and accept third-party

access: as a result, the number of players on the British gas market has been

multiplied and diversified (shippers, traders, regional electricity boards and

major industries, brokers and banks).

This evolution resulted in the emergence of a « spot» gas market and highly

volatile gas prices. An open gas market with all trading and risk management

instruments is gradually being put in place, as in the United States.

The European mainland gas industry has different basic features:

1 - Whereas the USA and Great Britain are countries which have sufficient

domestic resources, the gas resources available to the countries of the

European Continent are smaller, and access to them is more difficult. Europe

depends on traditional external suppliers (Russia, Algeria mainly) for 56% of its

gas supplies; and in the future, the demand in the countries of the
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Mediterranean Basin will reinforce the European deficit and it will be necessary

to find new suppliers (Middle East and Central Asia)

2 - The European gas industry on the Continent is not limited to a single area,

and a large part of its supplies come from abroad: geopolitical factors can justify

States intervention in favour of security of gas supplies.

This is why a fully competitive system is a long term prospect in Continental

Europe.

The recently adopted European Gas Directive aims to reconcile principles of

market liberalisation and long-term security of supply, and is the result of nearly

six years of negotiation between the different member States, who, due to their

respective culture and history, have different views on these subjects. The main

features of the Gas Directive are the following:

- Access to the markets : the Directive will allow some consumers -the

« eligible » consumers- to purchase gas from the suppliers of their choice and

have the gas they purchase transported in return for tariffs which will either be

published ("regulated access") or negotiated with the relevant gas undertakings

("negotiated access").

These eligible customers will be determined by the competent national

authorities within their territory. The Directive provides, however, for a minimum

rate for opening of the market, set as a percentage of the overall annual gas

consumption, in order to take into account the structural differences of the

European markets. Gas-fired power generators will be designated as eligible

customers, irrespective of their annual consumption level. Other final

consumers must fall within certain thresholds in order to be designated as

eligible customer.

- An independent regulating authority, similar to the British Ofgas, will be

responsible for granting permits to build and/or operate the transportation,

storage and distribution networks and for settling any disputes arising out of

negotiations or refusal to allow third party access to the networks
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- The companies -whether public or private- will have to keep separate

accounts for their natural gas production, transmission, distribution and storage

activities ("unbundling"), however without any obligation to separate such

activities into subsidiaries. Furthermore, this unbundling will be implemented by

the regulating authority alone, in order to preserve the confidentiality of

commercially sensitive information.

A mechanism of protection of "take or pay" contracts has been introduced by

the Directive to avoid difficulties suffered by operating companies committed to

purchasing large volumes of gas in order to meet the national gas

requirements: derogations to third-party-access will be granted on a case-by-

case basis. In practice, if an operating company is required to pay a penalty

because of insufficient gas off-take due to the loss of eligible customers

previously supplied by it, the operating company could refuse to transport the

gas to these customers.

Individual Member States of the EU will now have to translate the Directive into

their respective legislation (within two years of its publication in the Official

Journal of the European Communities).

Seen from the UK, this framework resulting from a long-awaited process may

appear rather modest!

Another important factor which has to be taken into account when a UK

company wants to tackle the Continental market is the distance between the

UK and most of the Continental markets.

Above 1000 km, the transportation costs are such a significant part of the total

gas cost (with current prices up to a third of the cost for onshore transportation

only) that North-Sea gas may find it very difficult to compete with the traditional

suppliers of Southern Europe (Russia and Algeria).

For this reason, LNG will be an alternative to gas imported from the UK where

re-gaseification costs are lower than transportation costs. All LNG projects have

extra capacity on top of dedicated sales: « spot » cargoes are already shipped
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from Qatar and Abu Dhabi towards Europe. With the new projects such as

Nigeria LNG and Atlantic LNG, there will be more spot sales to Continental

Europe, in winter of course, but also in summer for those countries with storage

capacities.

In this context, what is the prospect for UK gas companies when the

Interconnector starts its operations in October ?

First of all, there will be a flow of gas to the Continent through already signed

contracts (10 BCM/year are already committed to the Netherlands, Germany

and France). Not all of these deals are straightforward medium to long term

contracts, some of them are interruptible to take advantages of price

differentials between the UK and the Continent. This will take place as there will

always be seasonal and daily differentials due to the very different structures of

the gas markets in the UK and on the Continent as described above, even if the

average prices of gas in the UK and on the continent will tend to level off. This

means, of course, that there will be contractual flows both ways even if it is

most probable that physical flow will be west-east for the first years.

The consequences of this will be a levelling of gas prices between the UK and

Northern Europe, at least for industry. A strong factor will be the implementation

of the Euro which will make gas prices to industrial customers directly

comparable in different countries and will force prices down to the lowest

common factor. In Euroland no Government will allow higher energy prices that

would make their industry uncompetitive.

This will mean reduced margins for all actors along the gas chain. Beach prices

including LNG will tend to equalise as we have seen above. Transportation, in a

context of low gas prices, will become more important in relative terms but will

be regulated through TPA. Storage will be very important, and companies with

storage capacities will have a hedge.
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With swaps between Bacton and Zeebrugge, a form of spot market will develop

in Zeebrugge. However as we have explained above, these deals will be

marginal compared to existing long term contracts and the more one moves

away from Zeebrugge,-the more complicated and expensive trading becomes.

In conclusion, the continental markets will change gradually, the Gas Directive

and the Interconnector will help the move towards a more competitive gas

industry but the fundamentals will not change: low gas prices for the next few

years, competition between the big three exporters to Continental Europe and

long term contracts that will extend beyond 2005. This means that there will be

fierce competition for industrial customers, for power generation and in a few

« niches », but domestic customers will mainly be supplied by traditional gas

companies with long term contracts.

Unsurprisingly the winners will be global companies with access to reserves

and transportation combined with skills in trading to make the best of different

markets, in the UK and on the continent.

This is the reason why Elf Aquitaine, after having entered the British

downstream gas market to sell its gas output from the British North Sea, has

decided to apply a new strategy.

Since 1990, the Group has been developing its UK activities through a natural

gas marketing company, Agas, that it took over entirely in 1996. Today, Elfs

downstream gas activities are grouped under one holding company -Elf

Aquitaine Gaz UK- and cover various sectors:

- distribution of gas in the I&C and in the residential sectors

- trading of gas and electricity, transportation of gas and supply to power

stations

- construction of local gas distribution networks for residential sector customers

in new housing developments.
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With a 10% interest in the Interconnector pipeline to Continental Europe, EAG

UK will allow Elf to be in a good position to face competition in European

countries when the Gas Directive is implemented.
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Deregulation in the US

Since W78: TPA - Unbundling
Gas to gas competition
Tipttsands of producers, marketers, carriers, shippers,

Horizontal and vertical alliances,
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Gas deregulation in the UK

1^ : the Gas Act
* British Gas privatisation is launched
* Aniiidependant regulator is created : the OFGAS

The rule of the 90/10 : British Gas cannot buy more than 90 % of the new gas
discoveries in the UK

1992 Complete opening of the industrial and commercial market to competition

1995 A new Gas Act is established :
* makes a distinction between : - Public gas transporter

- Shippers
- Gas suppliers

* prepares the opening of the residential market
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Europe today: two different markets
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The Eii ropean Gas Directive
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Opening objective

Eligibility threshold

2000

20%

25 MCm/y

2003

28%

15MCm/y

2008

33%

5 MGm/y
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iilerconnector - Subscribed capacities / contracts
Suscribed capacity

BGIVMyear

Contracted capacity as at 01.06.98

Buyer Quantities

Wingas {Germany)
IE (Netherlands)
Entrade (Netherlands)

Ruhrgas (Germany)

Wingas (Germany)
Gasunie (Netherlands)

GdF (France)

Usage of subscribed
capacity

46%

30%

100%

100%

Distrigas

GdF (France)
Ruhrgas (Germany)

Norsk Hydro Agri
(Netherlands)

Thyssengas (Germany)

60 %

100%

33%

10.1 50 %

ELF AOUITA1NE GAZ



Elf European gas strategy

Elgin/Franklin (2000)

G.B.
Access to market:
™* f\ V.I./%. S

- Electricity
- trading
- Interconnector

Importation of gas from
Elgin / Franklin
New agreement with GdF

Interconnector

FRANCE

FM

GSO

Y
X

- Southern new interconnections
- Prestations
- Transit/Storage

ELF AQUITAINE GAZ


